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ABSTRACT

Gamma-ray geotomography was used to measure the dry bulk

density and porosity distributions in two cores of slightly-welded tuff.

The cores were then subjected to a point or non-point source of water,

and water movement through the cores was observed using tomography.

Three numerical methods, the Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART),

modified ART, and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) were used to

reconstruct the tomographs, and SVD was found to be superior for the

simple tomographs of this study. Several tomographic models were used

to determine the maximum image resolution from a given set of data. The

effects of increasing the number of gamma-ray measurements on resolution

were also studied. Finally, the tomographs were compared with labora-

tory measurements for validation. The tomographically predicted dry

bulk density distributions were similar to the measured dry bulk density

distributions within each core. However, the percent saturation tomo-

graphs were found to be inaccurate when water was rapidly moving through

the cores because of the considerable time required to obtain the

numerous gamma-ray attenuation measurements.



CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, computerized tomography has been increas-

ingly used in geology and hydrology. The nondestructive technique,

known as geophysical tomography, or "geotomography", has been used to

measure in situ variations in dry bulk density and other physical

properties of geologic media. It has also yielded high-resolution

images of the moisture distribution in soil samples (Crestana and

Mascarenhas, 1987) and rock cores (Wellington and Vinegar, 1987).

Computerized tomography was developed in the medical profession

by Hounsfield in 1972, who utilized tomographic methods with X rays to

obtain excellent 2-dimensional images unlike any conventional X-ray

image (Bates et al., 1983). Tomography was later applied to geology,

when seismic and electromagnetic imaging was used to measure variations

in the physical characteristics of the ground structure between parallel

boreholes (Bois et al. 1972). These characteristics included changes in

geologic structure, extent of weathering, dry bulk density, and moisture

content.

More recently, geotomography has been used to study rock cores

in the laboratory (Wellington and Vinegar, 1987). The technique is

ideal for measuring small-scale variations in dry bulk density,

porosity, and moisture content in a rock core. Most conventional

1
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methods for measuring these properties are destructive and cannot

accurately define their spatial distribution within the sample.

Geotomography, however, is nondestructive and yields detailed, quantita-

tive information on the spatial variation of these properties in the

sample.

1.1 Description of Problem

Under the Darcian approach, groundwater flow is treated macro-

scopically. Darcy's Law requires that the porous medium be represented

by a theoretical continuum for which macroscopic parameters such as the

hydraulic conductivity and porosity are defined. Darcy's Law then

yields a macroscopically averaged description of the microscopic flow

behavior of groundwater (Freeze and Cherry, 1979).

Bear (1972) defines the Representative Elementary Volume (REV)

as the volume of porous medium that includes enough pores to allow a

meaningful statistical average of the hydrologic properties required in

the Darcian continuum approach. Above this volume, dry bulk density,

porosity, hydraulic conductivity, and compressibility are theoretically

constant. Below this volume, these parameters are variable.

Thus, the measurement of porosity, dry bulk density and hydraulic

conductivity is dependent on the scale of sampling. Traditionally, the

measured values of these parameters are based on tests conducted on

samples presumably larger than the REV. However, microscale variation

of these properties occurs naturally within a sample, and is ignored

under the Darcian approach.
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Geotomography provides a means of measuring the spatial varia-

bility of dry bulk density, porosity and moisture content within a

sample. Thus, one could evaluate the effects of microscale variations

in dry bulk density or porosity on movement of water through the sample,

demonstrating the limitations of the Darcian approach. Theoretically,

geotomography could also be used to define the physical extent of the

REV. For example, dry bulk density tomographs of a given sample space

could be continuously refined using increasing numbers of cells until

the dry bulk density variability within the sample increases dramati-

cally. If the tomograph is numerically well-constrained, the REV has

been measured, assuming it is based primarily on the porosity of the

sample.

The purpose of this study was not to measure the REV or limita-

tions of the Darcian approach, but to determine whether gamma-ray

attenuation could be used with tomography to measure small-scale

variations in dry bulk density and porosity within a rock core and to

evaluate movement of water through the core. Gamma-ray geotomography

was used to measure the dry bulk density and porosity variations in two

cores of slightly-welded tuff. Each core was then subjected to a point

or non-point source of water, and tomography was used to view the

propagation of the moisture front through the core. Finally, the

tomographs were physically validated by comparing the net intake of

water into each core to that predicted by tomography, and by comparing

the laboratory-measured dry bulk density distribution in each core to
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the tomographically predicted dry bulk density distribution.

1.2 What is Tomography? 

Computerized tomography is a radiological imaging technique that

measures density and internal composition within opaque objects

(Wellington and Vinegar, 1987). Although tomography is relatively new,

there are many varieties utilizing numerous types of excitation energy.

These energy types include X rays, electron beams, ultrasound, seismic

waves, magnetic fields, radio frequency and microwave fields, and gamma

rays (Bates et al., 1983).

Standard non-tomographic radiological imaging techniques such as

conventional X rays cannot create a clean image, as objects are viewed

from only one angle, and shadows from the irradiated matter along a ray

path are superimposed on each other. Thus, any localized region with

small attenuation contrasts tends to be obscured as attenuation informa-

tion along the ray path is averaged (Wellington and Vinegar, 1987).

Tomography, however, allows the reconstruction of an internal

cross section of the interior of the object. The object is scanned at

many different angles and positions, and energy attenuation readings are

measured. The resulting image, or tomograph, is reconstructed by

computer using a back-projection algorithm, and is composed of pixels or

"cells", each with a corresponding numeric value representing the

property of interest. If enough attenuation measurements are collected,

a tomograph of any plane through the object can be reconstructed.
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1.3 Types of Tomography

There are two types of tomography: remote sensing tomography and

remote probing tomography (Bates et al., 1983). Remote sensing

tomography is used primarily in medicine, and requires the energy source

to be located within the body of study. One example of this is single

photon emission tomography, where radioactive substances introduced into

the body emit photons which are observed with a gamma sensing device.

Another example is EKG tomography, where natural electrical current

sources within the body generate voltages which are monitored on the

body surface with electrodes.

Remote probing tomography, the variety used in this study, is

more common and is often used in geologic applications. Remote probing

tomography requires the energy source to be located outside the body of

study. Energy types commonly used in remote probing tomography include

X rays, radar, electromagnetic waves, and gamma rays.

1.4 Geologic Applications of Tomography

Tomographic imaging is increasingly being applied to in situ

geologic and hydrogeologic investigations. Geotomography was first used

in cross-borehole studies with seismic or electromagnetic imaging to

detect the characteristics of the ground structure between boreholes
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(Bois et al. 1972). In cross-borehole tomography, the region of

interest is mapped with signals transmitted between multiple source and

receiver pairs lowered in boreholes (Figure 1.1). The transmission

properties of the media between the boreholes affect the received

signals, and the resulting array of data is analyzed with tomography to

provide information on the subsurface structure. This allows identi-

fication of water-bearing strata, impermeable layers, zones of fractur-

ing and mineralization, and other physical properties.

Today, other variations of tomography are being used in a

variety of geological applications. Low contrast situations such as

subsurface fracture patterns (Ramirez, 1986) or vegetative root zones

are analyzed with ray optic techniques, while high contrast situations

such as underground tunnels or cavities are analyzed with wave diffrac-

tion techniques (Lytle, 1979).

Ramirez (1986) developed "alterant geophysical tomography" to

investigate fracture patterns between boreholes. By injecting a salt-

water tracer into fractures in granite and then using high frequency

electromagnetic waves between boreholes, Ramirez identified regions with

a high moisture content due to fracturing. However, he was unable to

delineate individual fractures.

Recently, rock cores have been studied in the laboratory using

X-ray geotomography. Wellington and Vinegar (1987) used a medical CAT

Scanner to evaluate the spatial variability of density and porosity,

fractures, and mineralogy in rock cores. They also investigated multi-
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phase fluid flow through the cores. Wellington and Vinegar concluded

that X-ray geotomography could provide detailed images of porosity,

fracture patterns, and moisture distribution in rock cores, as well as

quantify complex mineralogies in the cores.

Brown et al. (1987) used a medical CAT scanner to measure the

spatial distribution of moisture in synthetic porous media. They found

a direct relationship between tomographically versus gravimetrically

determined moisture content, and concluded that X-ray geotomography

could be used to measure transient water flow in laboratory samples.

Crestana and Mascarenhas (1987) used X rays and gamma rays to

measure dry bulk density, water content and water movement in soil

samples. They determined that X rays were more sensitive than gamma

rays for measuring water content. Using an inexpensive computerized

tomography miniscanner, Crestana et al. (1988) applied different

radiation sources, chemical tracers, and numerical techniques to improve

tomograph image resolution and.contrast. They concluded that tomography

was useful for studying steady state and dynamic soil processes such as

water movement through soil, compaction, and water uptake by plants.

1.5 Objectives and Scope of Work

The purpose of this study was to evaluate gamma-ray geotomog-

raphy for measuring the spatial variability of dry bulk density,

porosity, and percent saturation within a rock core. Computerized

tomography was used to reconstruct dry bulk density and porosity

tomographs from gamma-ray attenuation measurements through two core
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samples of slightly-welded Apache Leap tuff. The cores were then

subjected to varying heads of water applied from a point or non-point

source, and percent saturation tomographs were reconstructed for each

core. Three numerical methods were examined as solution techniques for

the reconstructions. These were the Algebraic Reconstruction Technique

(ART), modified ART, and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). The

maximum image resolution from a given data set was assessed by statisti-

cally evaluating the dry bulk density distribution in nine-cell and 16-

cell tomographs representing horizontal cross sections through the

cores. In addition, the effects of increasing the number of gamma-ray

attenuation measurements on image resolution were studied. The first

core (Core A) was analyzed with 27 rays for each horizontal layer, while

the second core (Core B) was analyzed with 36 rays for each layer.

Increasing the number of rays significantly improved image resolution.

Finally, the tomographs were compared with laboratory measure-

ments for validation. The water intake by Core A was measured during

the injection experiment using a volumetric buret, and was compared to

the intake predicted by tomography. The water in Core B was determined

gravimetrically, and was also compared to that predicted by tomography.

The cores were then sliced into 1 centimeter (cm) thick pieces cor-

responding to the cells of the nine-cell tomographs. The dry bulk

density of each rock piece was measured in the laboratory and compared

to the dry bulk density predicted by tomography.



CHAPTER TWO

THEORY

2.1 The Tomographic Matrix Equation

The tomographic problem consists of representing a planar region

with a multicell model, scanning the object of study with energy along

multiple ray paths, and then mathematically back-calculating some para-

meter of interest such as dry bulk density or percent saturation in each

cell. The resulting tomograph shows the spatial variation of the para-

meter in the cross section (Bates et al., 1983).

To simplify the mathematical reconstruction of the tomograph,

ray-optic approximations are commonly assumed; that is, the energy

travels along straight lines from the source to the receiver. In this

study, gamma radiation was used as the scanning energy and the ray-optic

assumptions are valid.

Each ray passes through a configuration of cells comprising the

tomograph, and has a unique length in each cell. Energy is attenuated

along each ray path across the region of study, and the total attenua-

tion along the ray path is the sum of the attenuation occurring in each

cell (Figure 2.1). This linear relationship is described by the

equation:

A • x = b	 Eq. 2.1

10
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Ray I

Au X1 + A l2X2 AI3X3 A14X 4 a bi

421x I A22X2 A23X 3 -I- A24X 4 = b 2

A31 x1 + A32 X 2 + A33 X3 + A34X 4 = b 3

A4I X I A42X2 A43X3 A44X4 b4

where A I = the length of Ray i in Cell j

X. = the attenuation factor in Cell j

b = the total attenuation of Ray i

Figure 2.1	 A simple tomography problem and the corresponding matrix
equations.



or in matrix form,

A1	 x = b.
1

Eq. 2.2
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where A is a j by i matrix, x is a vector of order j, and b is a vector

of order i.

In Figure 2.1, the region of interest is divided into four cells

and is transected by four ray paths. The total attenuation b of rays 1,

2, 3, and 4 is the sum of the attenuation from each cell, and x. is the

attenuation factor of cell j. A the length of ray i in cell j.

Tomographic reconstruction consists of solving for the x vector

using a numerical method. The geometry of the problem is reflected in

Matrix A. The attenuation measurements are included in vector b. Thus,

the only unknown is vector x, which is determined using a back-projec-

tion algorithm.

2.2 Adaptation of Beer's Law for Tomography

2.2.1 Computation of Dry Bulk Density and Porosity

Beer's Law (Equation 2.3) is used to calculate the dry bulk

density of a rock from gamma-ray attenuation measurements. However,

Beer's Law yields the average dry bulk density along the entire ray path

through the sample, and must be modified for tomography. Beer's Law

states:

AXp = - Ln(I/I0) Eq . 2 . 3

where

p — the attenuation coefficient of the rock matrix,
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X — the ray path length,

p — the dry bulk density of the rock (g/cm3 ),

I — the total number of counts per minute through the rock, and

10 — the background number of counts per minute through air.

For computerized tomography, Beer's Law must be rearranged into

the form of the tomographic matrix equation (Equation 2.1). To do this,

both sides of Equation 2.3 are divided by the attenuation coefficient,

p, to get: 

Xp = -Ln(I/I0)
Eq. 2.4

or, in matrix form: 

A 

Equation 2.5 has the same form as the tomographic matrix equation

— •A
1.1

x- = b,
1
	(Eq. 2.2)

J 

and can be solved using tomographic reconstruction techniques. Matrix

X	 in Equation 2.5 is equivalent to Matrix A in Equation 2.2, with

each element X..1j the length of ray i in cell j. Thus, Matrix X	 is

known and is a function of the geometry of the problem. The unknown dry

bulk density vector p i is equivalent to vector x. in Equation 2.2, and
J

consists of the dry bulk density p in cell j. The vector

[Ln(I/I 0)

II	 i

_
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corresponds to vector b i in Equation 2.2, and consists of laboratory-

measured attenuation data. Once the dry bulk density of each cell has

been calculated, the porosity can easily be determined if the grain

density of the sample is known:

n= I -p r/ps 	Eq. 2.6

where n — porosity,

p r dry bulk density (g/cm3), and

ps — grain density (g/cm3 ).

In this study, the grain density of the tuff was not measured and was

assumed to be 2.65 g/cm3 .

2.2.2 Computation of Volumetric Moisture Content and Percent Saturation

The tomographic equation becomes slightly more complicated when

solving for the volumetric moisture content in each cell. The volu-

metric moisture content is calculated using the following equation: 

e = -Ln(Igo)	 prildC
Eq. 2.7

where 

pwAwX	 pwilwX

8 — the volumetric moisture content (g/cm3 ),

p r — the dry bulk density of the rock (g/cm3 ),

pw — the bulk density of water (g/cm3 ),

A r — the gamma attenuation coefficient of the rock matrix,

Aw = the gamma attenuation coefficient of the water,

and )C, I and 10 are defined previously.
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For tomography, this equation must be rearranged into the form

of the tomographic matrix equation (Equation 2.1). The term on the

right side in Equation 2.7 is added to both sides of the equation, and

the equation is multiplied by:K:

x	 + 	 -Ln(I/I0)

PnPw I 	PA

In matrix form, this becomes:

-7:Ln (1/I0)P r

j

Eq. 2.8

Eq. 2.9

Again, this is equivalent to the tomographic matrix equation

A
1
-- • x. = b.

.;	 .1
(Eq. 2.2)

and can be solved using standard tomographic reconstruction techniques.

Because p r , the dry bulk density of each cell was previously

determined, and all other parameters in Equation 2.9 are known or

measured, one can now solve for the volumetric moisture content, G.

Matrix X Equation 2.9 is equivalent to Matrix A ii in Equation

2.2, with each element X ii ij the length of ray i in cell j. The value

of the term on the right side of the equation is calculated from the

attenuation data, and the term

[e + P r

P W1114

can then be back-calculated using mathematical reconstruction methods.

Solving for 8 in each cell is then easy.
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Once the volumetric moisture content and the porosity of each

cell is known, the percent saturation may be calculated by dividing the

volumetric moisture content by the porosity.

2.3 Mathematical Reconstruction Techniques 

A mathematical reconstruction technique is used to calculate the

parameter of interest (dry bulk density or percent saturation) in the

tomographic matrix equations. Unfortunately, the solution to the set of

linear equations is not always unique because the system is often poorly

constrained because of noise in the attenuation measurements. This

noise may be due to instrument drift, physical positioning errors of the

core, or the random Poisson nature of gamma radiation. The noise may

cause the A matrix in Equation 2.2 to be weakly independent, and the

system of equations is then singular (Doerr et al., 1983). Conse-

quently, there is no unique solution satisfying the equations, and

standard Gaussian elimination and LU decomposition techniques will yield

poor results (Press et al., 1987). The tomographic matrix equations

must then be solved with iterative methods such as the Algebraic Recon-

struction Technique (ART) or indirect methods such as Singular Value

Decomposition (SVD).

ART, modified ART, and SVD were evaluated in this study as

reconstruction techniques. ART and modified ART are simple iterative

solution procedures commonly utilized for tomographic reconstructions.

SVD, on the other hand, has generally been ignored as a tomographic

reconstruction technique because of its large computer memory require-
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ments. However, in this study, the matrix equations were relatively

simple, and SVD was found to be superior to ART and modified ART because

of its accuracy, speed, and flexibility.

2.3.1 The Algebraic Reconstruction Technique

ART is a simple iterative technique for solving a set of linear

equations, and is not computer memory intensive. The algorithm

converges for both consistent and inconsistent (noisy) sets of equa-

tions. However, if the equations are inconsistent, ART reaches a cyclic

convergence where the final solution depends on whichever equation in

the system was chosen to be last (Lytle et al., 1976). The following

description of the ART solution procedure is from Lager and Lytle

(1977):

The ART algorithm begins with an estimate for the value of x i ,

the unknown vector in the tomographic matrix equation:

A ii • x j = b i 	(Eq. 2.2)

and calculates an estimate for b i , the signal at the end of each ray

path, using the following equation:

MA - - • 3c9 - bg
I.;	 1	 1

Eq. 2.10

where i = 1,2,...., M rays, j — 1,2,...., n cells, and where q

indicates the eh iteration. We want to determine a set of corrections

C-
J
 to the x-

J
's in Equation 2.10 so that the error is reduced to zero for

the ith path:

EA-1 (x? + C?) = Y i 	Eq. 2.11

Combining Equation 2.10 with Equation 2.11 yields
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EA.- • Cg = Y. - bg =	 Eq. 2.12

where i is the difference between the calculated and measured values

for the ith path.

The correction factor C. is assumed proportional to the length

of ray path in cell j divided by the total length of the path, and is

calculated as follows:

C?	 a i A ij / L i 	Eq. 2.13

where a is the proportionality constant for the ith path and L i is the

length of the ith path, E j Ak ii. Combining Equations 2.12 and 2.13 and

solving for a i yields

a i =	 Li /E 1 (A1i ) 2 	Eq. 2.14

which, combined with Equation 2.12, gives

c9	 ./Ei(Aii)2
	

Eq. 2.15

This equation yields the correction factors C. applied to the x- values

to give a zero error for the ith path. The final step is to calculate

the xf." values for the next iteration:

(q41)	 qx.	 = x. + C. Eq.2.16

This iterative process is repeated for each ray path until there

is an acceptable fit between the measured and calculated attenuation for

each path. This fit is numerically assessed by a least-squared objec-

tive function defined as the sum of the least squared residuals,

(Ax - b)2.
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2.3.2 The Modified Algebraic Reconstruction Technique

To filter out some of the effects of noise in the b i measurement

vector, a relaxation parameter may be applied during the ART iterations

(Radcliff and Balanis, 1979). This method, termed "modified ART" in

this study, significantly improves the results, allowing control over

the rate of convergence, but increases the computational time required

for convergence.

The relaxation parameter R is applied to the ART algorithm as

follows:

(c44.1)
X i 	= x iq + R(A iA ii )/Z i (A ii ) 2 Eq. 2.17

or

(cel ) x9 + RC -1 Eq.2.18

where 0 <R < 2._ _

In this study, the effects of a relaxation parameter on the

performance of ART were evaluated and are summarized in Section 4.1,

Algorithm Accuracy and Efficiency.

2.3.3 Singular Value Decomposition

SVD is a non-iterative matrix solution technique for solving

singular (or nearly singular) sets of linear equations. Although SVD is

not commonly applied to tomographic reconstructions due to computer

memory requirements, it proved well-suited to the relatively simple

tomographic problems of this study.
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The following description of SVD and the FORTRAN subroutine

"SVDCMP", which was used in this study to solve the tomographic matrix

equations using SVD, are from Numerical Recites, by Press et al. (1987).

SVD is based on the following theorem: an m x n matrix A can be

written as the product of three matrices U, W, and VT , or

A=U • W • VT 	Eq. 2.19

Here, W is a diagonal matrix containing the singular values (eigen-

values) of A, and U and V are orthogonal matrices.

This matrix decomposition, termed Singular Value Decomposition,

always yields a unique solution regardless of the degree of singularity

of the A matrix (Press et al., 1987). After matrices U, V, and W have

been calculated, the inverse of A is determined:

A - 1 =	 . WT . UT
	

Eq. 2.20

or

A-1 — V • [diag (1/w 1)] • UT
	

Eq. 2.21

The tomographic matrix equation is:

A • X = b
	

(Eq. 2.1)

Using SVD to solve for vector X, we multiply both sides of the equation

2.1 by A-1 (Equation 2.21) to get:

X — V • [diag (1/w)] • (UT • b)	 Eq. 2.22

Thus, we have solved for the unknown vector X in Equation 2.1 with SVD.

If Matrix A in Equation 2.1 is singular and vector b lies within

the range of A, then the set of equations has more than one solution x.

The solution best satisfying the equations is obtained by replacing 1/wi
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with zero if w. — O. Then x is computed using Equation 2.22.
J

If Matrix A is nonsingular but ill-conditioned, then there is no

unique solution to the set of equations. However, Equation 2.22 can be

used to construct a solution vector x which yields the best possible

solution by generating the lowest least-squared residual, or objective

function. This is achieved by replacing 11w 1 with zero when wi is

small, prior to using Equation 2.22 (Press et al., 1987).

In this manner, SVD can be used to filter out noise in the

tomography problem, and to solve for poorly conditioned matrices. Ill

conditioning of the problem is eliminated by replacing the small Ng3

values with zeroes, but there are no clear guidelines for choosing the

threshold at which to zero the values. However, a graphical approach

for selecting the zero threshold value is presented in Section 4.2.



CHAPTER THREE

EQUIPMENT AND METHODS

This chapter describes the equipment and methods used in this

study. It includes a description of the core preparation procedure, the

water injection experiments, the tomographic models used, and the tomo-

graph validation procedure.

The experiments were conducted at the University of Arizona's

Department of Hydrology and Water Resources unsaturated-flow laboratory.

Because the focus of the investigation is on geotomography rather than

on gamma-ray attenuation, a detailed description of the gamma attenua-

tion equipment, sensitivity analyses and calibration procedures is not

included.

3.1 Laboratory Procedures 

3.1.1 Experimental Setup

Two cores of slightly-welded Apache Leap tuff were bored from a

boulder obtained from the University of Arizona's field study site near

Superior, Arizona. The samples were from locations approximately 20 cm

apart in the boulder, and measured 10 cm in diameter, and 6.8 and 13.2

cm in length. Each core was oven-dried at a temperature of 105 ° C for

approximately two weeks, and was then weighed and sealed in a 1/4" thick

plexiglass cylinder (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1	 Diagram of the core-containment cylinder and the constant-

head Mariotte device.
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The cylinder was used to reduce evaporation from the cores

during the injection experiments. Each core was sealed in the cylinder

by cementing flat plexiglass plates on the ends of the cylinder. To

allow for volumetric displacement of air within the core, the bottom

plate was perforated in the center with a hole 2 millimeters in diame-

ter. The core was secured in place within the cylinder with small paper

wedges.

During the injection experiments, water was applied through

rubber tubing attached to a 1-cm diameter glass tube entering through

the center of the upper plate on the cylinder (Figure 3.1). The tube

was compressed against the core using positive pressure and an 0-ring.

This later proved inadequate, as water leaks occasionally developed at

rather inopportune moments during the experiments.

3.1.2 Core Orientation

The plexiglass cylinder was mounted on a flat, circular bearing

which enabled the core to be rotated to any angle while connected to the

rubber tubing. The bottom plexiglass plate was marked at various angles

for aligning the core (Figure 3.1), which was done by lining the

markings with a reference point. In this manner, the core could be

consistently realigned in the same position for gamma-attenuation

measurements.

The plexiglass cylinder was mounted on a carriage (Figure 3.1)

which moved laterally along steel tracks. Precise lateral alignment was

achieved by lining a reference point on the carriage with a ruler
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attached to the tracks. Hence, the core could be rotated to any angle

and, at the same time, moved laterally to any position, allowing

attenuation measurements through any orientation of the core.

Complete gamma attenuation profiles (see Section 3.2.1) were

collected at 1-cm vertical intervals along the longitudinal axis of the

core. Vertical alignment was achieved by moving the gamma source and

detector (rather than the core) along a steel track-mounted frame

(Figure 3.2) with an electric motor. Precise vertical alignment was

assured by lining a pointer attached to the gamma-detector platform with

a yardstick affixed to the exterior steel frame.

3.1.3 The Injection Experiments

Two injection experiments were conducted in this study: a point

source of water was applied to Core A, and a non-point source of water

was applied to Core B. In both experiments, the water movement through

the core was monitored using gamma-ray geotomography.

The water was applied to the cores through rubber tubing

connected to a Mariotte (constant-head) device (Figure 3.1). This

consisted of a 50 ml buret, which served as the fluid reservoir, with a

stopcock. The top of the buret was sealed with a rubber stopper, and a

thin capillary tube was inserted through the stopper into the water in

the buret. Because the capillary tube was open to the atmosphere, zero

pressure head (atmospheric pressure) was maintained at the elevation of

the base of the tube in the water column. Thus, a constant head equal
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Figure 3.2	 Diagram of the gamma-ray attenuation equipment and its
track-mounted frame.
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to the difference in elevation between the bottom of the capillary tube

and the top of the core (Figure 3.1) could be imposed on the core.

Core A: Point Source Application. A constant 10-cm head, point source

of water was applied to Core A through the small tube entering the top

plexiglass plate. During the experiment, the volumetric intake of water

by the core was measured at 30-minute intervals for the first three

hours, and less frequently during the later portion of the experiment.

Gamma attenuation profiles were conducted on Core A one hour, six hours,

24 hours and 48 hours into the experiment. After 48 hours, the experi-

ment was dismantled because a leak developed at the 0-ring seal.

Core B: Non-Point Source Application. Water was ponded on Core B over

a nonuniform area to create uneven flow patterns within the core.

Geotomography was used to determine the asymmetric spatial distribution

of water within the core.

Unfortunately, during the experiment, an indeterminate amount of

water spilled over the top of the core, and an exact volumetric deter-

mination of water intake over time was not possible. However, after the

experiment, the total quantity of water within Core B was determined

gravimetrically and compared to the quantity predicted by tomography.

3.2 Tomograph Generation and Validation

3.2.1 Tomograph Models Used

Both horizontal and vertical tomographs were reconstructed for

each core. The gamma attenuation data were first analyzed using

horizontal nine-cell and 16-cell tomographs to determine the maximum
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resolution from a given set of data. The horizontal tomographs (Figures

3.3 and 3.4) represent horizontal cross sections through the core, and

were generated for 1-cm increments down the longitudinal axis of each

core. Later, vertical tomographs representing vertical cross sections

through each core were manually reconstructed from the data in the

horizontal nine-cell tomographs to better visualize vertical flow

through the core.

Different gamma-ray attenuation measurement grids were used for

Cores A and B. Attenuation measurements were obtained at 1-cm intervals

across each core and along three angles of orientation for Core A

(Figure 3.3) and four angles for Core B (Figure 3.4). An additional

angle of measurements was collected for Core B to increase the resolu-

tion of the tomographs. Complete sets of attenuation measurements were

obtained at 1-cm intervals along the longitudinal axis of each core.

Each set of measurements for each horizontal tomograph required 27

attenuation readings for Core A and 36 readings for Core B. Data

collection was manual and time-consuming.

Prior to each injection experiment, a complete profile of gamma

attenuation data was collected for each core, and nine-cell and 16-cell

dry bulk density tomographs were reconstructed. These tomographs were

then used to compare the various reconstruction techniques and the

effects of increasing the number of attenuation measurements on
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CORE A

Figure 3.3	 The nine - cell tomograph model with the 27-ray attenuation
measurement grid.
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CORE B

Figure 3.4	 The 16-cell tomograph model with the 36-ray attenuation
measurement grid.
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tomograph resolution. An objective function, consisting of the least-

squared average of the residuals (Section 2.3.1) was calculated for each

tomograph. By comparing the objective functions for each tomograph,

different reconstruction techniques and tomographic models could be

evaluated.

Although the solutions with the lowest objective functions best

satisfied the tomographic matrix equations, they were not always best.

For this reason, each tomograph was evaluated statistically to determine

the validity of the results. For example, if the dry bulk density in a

tomograph ranged from 1.83 to 2.17, the solution was realistic.

However, if the dry bulk density ranged from 1.31 to 3.45, then the

solution was unrealistic, regardless how low the objective function was.

3.2.2 Validation of Results

Finally, the dry bulk density and percent saturation tomographs

were validated by laboratory measurements. After the injection experi-

ments, net water intake into each core was measured and compared to that

predicted by tomography. Cumulative water intake by Core A was deter-

mined volumetrically with the buret, while the intake by Core B was

measured by weighing the core. The cores were then sliced into 1-cm

thick pieces corresponding to the cells of the nine-cell tomographs

(thus, there were nine samples for each 1-cm layer). The dry bulk

density of each sample was measured in the laboratory and compared to

that predicted with tomography. In this manner, the results predicted

in the percent saturation and dry bulk density tomographs were compared



with laboratory measurements for tomograph validation.
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CHAPTER FOUR

SOLUTION ACCURACY

In this chapter, ART, modified ART, and SVD are compared to

determine the best numerical reconstruction technique. The comparisons

are based on solution accuracy, reflected in the objective functions

(Section 2.3.1) for the dry bulk density tomographs. Algorithm ef-

ficiency and computer memory requirements are also evaluated. Finally,

factors affecting solution accuracy are examined, including the number

of attenuation measurements and the complexity of the tomograph.

4.1 Algorithm Accuracy and Efficiency

First ART, modified ART and SVD were compared to determine how

well each solution technique solved the tomographic matrix equation.

Each method was used to reconstruct the nine-cell dry bulk density

tomographs for Core B, and solution accuracy was evaluated by comparing

the average objective function for each layer in the core (Figure 4.1).

ART (without a relaxation parameter) consistently yielded the least

accurate solution, with the highest objective function, and SVD yielded

the most accurate solution, with the lowest objective function. Use of

a relaxation parameter (R) in the modified ART algorithm increased the

accuracy of the solution, and as the relaxation parameter approaches 0,

the modified ART solution approaches the SVD solution (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1	 Comparison of solution accuracy for ART, modified ART, and
SVD. Relaxation parameter (R) is listed for modified ART.
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Table 4.1 presents the relation between the relaxation parameter

used in modified ART, the number of iterations, and the number of cells

in the tomograph. Note that the number of iterations increase consider-

ably as the number of cells increase and as the relaxation parameter

decreases. As the relaxation parameter approaches zero, thousands of

iterations are required for solution convergence. Eventually, numerical

errors may propagate and the objective function may increase (Figure

4.2).

SVD, then, is more efficient and more accurate than ART or

modified ART. It requires only one set of matrix manipulations which

takes seconds of computer time, and the resulting solution has the

lowest objective function of any of the three reconstruction techniques.

Unfortunately, SVD requires considerably more computer memory

than ART, as the entire A matrix and several intermediate matrices must

be stored in memory. ART, however, is less memory-intensive because

iterations are conducted row by row, and only one row of the A matrix

must be stored in memory at a time. For this reason, ART commonly used

in many applications of tomography. In this study, however, the

matrices were simple, and SVD was chosen to reconstruct the tomographs

because of its efficiency and accuracy.

4.2 Determining the Optimal SVD Solution

When SVD is used for reconstructing tomographs, Matrix A is

decomposed into several intermediate matrices, including a diagonal
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Table 4.1	 Number of iterations required for modified ART solution
convergence as a function of the relaxation parameter and
the number of cells in the tomograph.

MODIFIED ART
	

ITERATIONS REQUIRED FOR CONVERGENCE

RELAXATION

PARAMETER
	

4 CELLS
	

9 CELLS	 16 CELLS

0.0001 3,975 19,235 219,829

0.001 489 2,735 37,428

0.01 61 369 4,225

0.1 10 48 584

0.3 1 22 192

0.5 1 6 85

1.0 1 1 1 14

1.5 1 1 4

2.0 1 1 7

SVD 1 1 1

1Relaxation parameter of 1.0 is equivalent to the simple ART solution.
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Figure 4.2	 Modified Art solution degeneracy (propagation of numerical
errors) as the relaxation parameter approaches zero.
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matrix W (Section 2.3.3). During matrix decomposition, a "filter

parameter" is selected, and all diagonal elements of Matrix W smaller

than the filter parameter are set equal to zero. This reduces roundoff

errors caused by multiplying the intermediate matrices by extremely

small diagonal elements. If too small a filter parameter is selected,

the remaining small pivot elements may cause large errors in the

calculations, yielding unrealistic tomographs. If too large a filter

parameter is selected, useful data is lost in the calculations, and the

tomograph will also be inaccurate.

If Matrix A is a square matrix, the diagonal elements of Matrix

W represent the eigenvalues of Matrix A. Small eigenvalues (less than

1) reflect a poorly-constrained system, while larger eigenvalues reflect

a well-constrained system. An appropriate filter parameter must be

selected to filter out the small eigenvalues for a good solution. This

filter parameter can be determined graphically as follows:

First, the eigenvalues of Matrix A are calculated, and their

reciprocals are plotted. Figure 4.3 shows the reciprocals of the eigen-

values for the nine-cell and 16-cell tomographs of this study. Small

eigenvalues (indicative of poorly-constrained matrices) create large

spikes on the graph. The filter parameter should be selected to

eliminate these spikes to produce the optimal SVD solution. This filter

parameter will yield a tomograph with minimum noise in the data and with

a low objective function.
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Figure 4.3	 Plot of the eigenvalue reciprocals for the nine-cell and
16-cell tomographs.
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A plot of the eigenvalue reciprocals shows how well-constrained

the tomographic problem is. In Figure 4.3, the 16-cell tomographs had

considerably larger spikes than the nine-cell tomographs, and hence,

were less well-constrained. In general, the greater the number of cells

in the tomograph, the less well-constrained the system will be for a

given set of attenuation data.

4.3 Solution Accuracy versus Number of Rays

The dry bulk density tomographs for Cores A and B were recon-

structed from gamma-ray attenuation data. Although both cores were from

the same rock, the variability of the dry bulk density values in the

tomographs of Core A was consistently greater than the variability for

Core B (Figure 4.4) for a given cell configuration. This reflects the

refined gamma attenuation sampling grid for Core B. Core B was analyzed

with 36 gamma rays for each 1-cm horizontal layer (Figure 3.4), while

Core A was analyzed with only 27 rays for each layer (Figure 3.3).

However, the average objective function for Core A was always

lower for a given cell configuration (Figure 4.5). Although this might

imply that the Core A solution is more accurate than that of Core B,

this is not the case. Rather, this reflects the fact that 33 percent

more attenuation data were collected for Core B. Consequently, Matrix A

is larger for Core B, and the objective function, representing the

square of the residuals in the solution, is naturally greater.

Thus, to improve the accuracy (and resolution) of a tomograph,
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Figure 4.4	 Relation between the number of cells in the tomograph and
the variability of the predicted dry bulk density data.
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Figure 4.5	 Relation between the number of cells in the tomograph and
the average objective function.
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the number of attenuation measurements must be increased. For a given

set of attenuation data, there is a limit to the tomographic resolution;

that is, there is a maximum number of cells in a tomograph for which

reasonable results can be obtained. If more cells are defined than the

data can support, the tomograph will be under-constrained and the

results will be unrealistic. This will be illustrated in Chapter Five,

when the dry bulk density and percent saturation tomographs are

presented.

4.4 Solution Accuracy versus Number of Cells 

The variability of a tomographic solution is also a function of

the number of cells in the tomograph. As the cell number is increased,

the variability of the solution increases. Figure 4.4 shows the coef-

ficient of variation of the dry bulk density data plotted as a function

of the number of cells in the tomographs for Cores A and B. The coef-

ficient of variation for Core A increases markedly for the 16-cell

tomograph, and this number of cells is beyond the resolution limits of

the attenuation data for Core A.

However, the objective function always decreases as the number

of cells increase (Figure 4.5). This is because when a tomograph is

divided into increasingly smaller cells, the solution better satisfies

the matrix problem. Of course, once the "limits of resolution" for the

data have been exceeded, the results become unrealistic, although the

objective function continues to decrease. For example, the 16-cell

tomographs of Core A, which are beyond the resolution limits of the
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attenuation data, predict unrealistic bulk densities in each cell,

ranging from 0.74 g/cm3 to 2.88 g/cm3.



CHAPTER FIVE

RESULTS

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) was used to reconstruct the

nine-cell and 16-cell dry bulk density and percent saturation tomographs

for Cores A and B, and the results are presented in this chapter. Dry

bulk density analyses were performed prior to the injection experiments,

and the distribution of water in each core was determined during and

after each experiment.

Both cores were bored from locations approximately 20 cm apart

in the same boulder; consequently, the dry bulk density distribution

within each core should be similar. Thus, a comparison of the predicted

dry bulk density values for Core A (analyzed with 27 rays) and Core B

(analyzed with 36 rays) demonstrates the effects of increasing the

number of rays on tomographic resolution. To quantify these effects,

statistical analyses of the dry bulk density distributions in the nine-

cell and 16-cell tomographs are presented in Section 5.1 for both cores.

Because the dry bulk density varies continuously within the

core, the dry bulk density distribution in each tomograph may be plotted

using contours, revealing trends and facilitating comparisons between

tomographs. Similar porosity tomographs may also be reconstructed if

grain density is assumed.

45
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Next, the distribution of water in each core during and after

the injection experiments was determined using gamma-ray attenuation.

Although both volumetric moisture content and percent saturation tomo-

graphs were generated, only the percent saturation tomographs are pre-

sented to avoid redundancy. Percent saturation tomographs were recon-

structed for vertical cross sections through each core, revealing the

downward movement of water through the core.

Finally, the tomograph-validation results are presented. These

include a comparison of the laboratory-measured dry bulk density

distribution in each core and the tomographically predicted dry bulk

density distribution. They also include a comparison of the measured

water intake into each core and the tomographically predicted intake.

5.1 Dry Bulk Density Tomographs 

5.1.1 Nine-Cell Tomographs

Figure 5.1 shows the range of dry bulk density values for the

nine-cell tomographs of Cores A and B. Each point represents the dry

bulk density in a particular cell, and the X-axis represents the

relative depth in the core. Thus, the width of the data band reveals

the range of dry bulk density values in each core, and the range of

values is greater for Core A than Core B.

More significantly, the dry bulk density values in Core A are 40

percent more variable than those in Core B. Table 5.1 summarizes the

dry bulk density data in the nine-cell tomographs of Cores A and B.
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Figure 5.1 Range of dry bulk density values for the nine-cell
tomographs of Cores A and B.
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Table 5.1.	 Statistical summary of the dry bulk density data for the
nine-cell tomographs of Cores A and B.

CORE A CORE B

NUMBER OF DATA VALUES 108 54

NUMBER OF LAYERS 12 61

RAYS PER LAYER 27 36

MINIMUM 1.613 1.817

MAXIMUM 2.133 2.160

RANGE 0.521 0.344

MEAN 1.945 2.002

VARIANCE 0.011 0.006

STANDARD DEV 0.107 0.078

COEFF. OF VARIATION 0.055 0.039

AVG. OBJ. FUNCTION 3.35 3.98

MEASURED BULK DENSITY2 1.89 2.06

1 Core B was one-half the length of Core A.

2Measured from the physical dimensions and weight of the core.
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For comparison, the nine-cell dry bulk density tomographs for

the upper layers of Cores A and B are presented in Figure 5.2. The

contours in the nine-cell tomographs were derived using kriging to

produce a minimum-variance unbiased estimate. The Core A tomographs are

typically dominated by the values in the corner cells, which are often

extreme. These extreme values caused unrealistic dry bulk density con-

tours, generally in the shape of concentric crosses centered around the

middle cell of each tomograph. The corner dry bulk density values were

often erroneous because the corner cells were least sampled by the gamma

rays and are more sensitive to noise. Tomographic resolution depends on

the number of rays crossing each cell (Ramirez, 1986), and is usually

better towards the center of the image, where more rays occur.

The nine-cell dry bulk density tomographs of Core B are less

variable than those of Core A, and are not dominated by the corner cells

(Figure 5.2). However, a general trend is apparent: the highest dry

bulk density values occur in the upper right corner of each tomograph,

and the lowest values occur in the lower left to lower center portions

of each tomograph. This trend, which continues down through the entire

core, is artificial, indicating that Core B was not properly centered in

the plexiglass cylinder (see Section 5.3.2).

In any case, the nine-cell dry bulk density tomographs of Core B

are considerably less variable than the tomographs of Core A. Because

both cores were from the same rock, this difference reflects the fact
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that Core B was sampled with 33 percent more rays than Core A, and

therefore the tomographs are better constrained.

5.1.2 16-cell Tomographs

Dry bulk density tomographs with 16 cells were also generated

for Cores A and B. Because the average cell size in the 16-cell

tomograph is 58 percent smaller than in the nine-cell tomograph, the

variability of the dry bulk density values should increase somewhat, due

to natural variability of dry bulk density within the core. However,

the actual variability within the 16-cell tomographs was extreme,

particularly for Core A, suggesting that these tomographs were poorly

constrained.

Figure 5.3 shows the range of dry bulk density values in the 16-

cell tomographs of Cores A and B. The Core A dry bulk density values

are highly variable and have a much greater range than the Core B

values. Table 5.2 summarizes the dry bulk density data in the 16-cell

tomographs.

The 16-cell dry bulk density tomographs for the upper layers of

Cores A and B are presented in Figure 5.4. The Core A tomographs are

more poorly constrained, reflected by the "busy" swirls in the dry bulk

density contours. Hence, these tomographs represent attempts to obtain

more information than the resolution limits of the attenuation data will

allow.

On the other hand, the 16-cell tomographs of Core B are better
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Figure 5.3 Range of dry bulk density values for the 16-cell
tomographs of Cores A and B.
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Table 5.2.	 Statistical summary of the dry bulk density data for the
16-cell tomographs of Cores A and B.

CORE A CORE B

NUMBER OF DATA VALUES 192 96

NUMBER OF LAYERS 12 6

RAYS PER LAYER 27 36

MINIMUM 0.736 1.796

MAXIMUM 2.881 2.190

RANGE 2.145 0.394

MEAN 1.950 2.000

VARIANCE 0.131 0.007

STANDARD DEV 0.362 0.083

COEFF. OF VARIATION 0.186 0.042

AVG. OBJ. FUNCTION 1.87 2.75

MEASURED BULK DENSITY 1 1.89 2.06

1Measured from the physical dimensions and weight of the core
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Figure 5.4	 The 16-cell dry bulk density tomographs for the upper
layers of Cores A and B (contour interval - 0.1).
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constrained, and the calculated dry bulk density values are more real-

istic. In both cases, the calculated values sufficiently satisfy the

tomographic matrix equations to yield low objective functions, yet only

the Core B tomographs physically make sense.

5.2 Percent Saturation and Porosity Tomographs 

In this section, percent saturation tomographs are presented.

Core A was exposed to a point source of water, while Core B was exposed

to a non-point source, and the injection experiments are described in

Section 3.1.3. The percent saturation tomographs of Core A should not

be compared to those of Core B, but rather, the results of each

experiment should be evaluated separately.

Both horizontal and vertical percent saturation tomographs were

reconstructed for Cores A and B. The horizontal nine-cell and 16-cell

tomographs were reconstructed using SVD, and the vertical tomographs

were then manually generated from the percent saturation values in the

horizontal tomographs. SVD was not used to reconstruct the vertical

tomographs, as the attenuation data (used for input into the SVD

algorithm) were from horizontal measurements. Because the vertical

tomographs allow better visual monitoring of the movement of water

through the core, they are presented here.

5.2.1 . Core A: Point Source Application

The moisture distribution in Core A was monitored for 48 hours

during the injection experiment.	 Vertical and horizontal moisture
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profiles were measured at one hour, six hours, 24 hours, and 48 hours

into the experiment. The dry bulk density data (derived earlier) and

the gamma-ray attenuation measurements were used to reconstruct the

horizontal nine-cell and 16-cell percent saturation tomographs for

Core A. However, the 16-cell tomographs were so poorly constrained (see

Section 5.1.2) that they were physically meaningless and are not

presented.

Figure 5.5 shows a time sequence of vertical percent saturation

tomographs for Core A. These tomographs represent slices down the

vertical axis of the core through cells 4, 5, and 6 (Figure 3.3).

One hour into the experiment, a symmetrical moisture front is

observed, centered around the source of water located above the upper

middle cell. The percent saturation is relatively uniform and is

similar to what might be expected for percolation from a point source.

The 10-cm head of driving force above the upper middle cell induces

radial flow gradients downward and outward through the core.

Just before the six-hour attenuation measurements were collec-

ted, a small water leak developed along the 0-ring seal. The leak was

eliminated within a few minutes, but the decrease in hydraulic head

during this period significantly disrupted flow in the core. The

effects are apparent in the six-hour tomograph of Figure 5.5, as the

upper middle cell contains considerably less water than the cells around
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Figure 5.5	 Time sequence of vertical percent saturation tomographs of
Core A during the injection experiment.
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Figure 5.5	 (Continued). Time sequence of vertical percent saturation
tomographs of Core A during the injection experiment.
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it.	 The water has redistributed somewhat, and the tomograph shows

temporarily reversed head gradients near the top of the core. However,

the radial flow gradients still occur in the lower portions of the core.

The 24-hour percent saturation tomograph once again shows fairly

uniform flow through the core, but the 48-hour tomograph reveals irregu-

larities in the moisture distribution. Although the percent saturations

in this tomograph are greatest near the source, there are two "pockets"

of relatively higher percent saturation 2 to 4 cm below the top of the

core. The reason for these irregularities are unclear; they may simply

reflect the poorly constrained tomographic matrix problem, or they may

be due to variations in porosity within the core (Figure 5.6).

Porosity may affect percent saturation in two ways: if the pore

size distribution is uniform, areas of the core with a higher porosity

should have a higher percent saturation, under equilibrium conditions.

However, if areas of the core with higher porosity contain a greater

percentage of large pores, they might also drain faster, resulting in a

lower percent saturation under equilibrium conditions. It is not clear

from Figure 5.6 exactly how porosity affects the percent saturation; no

significant statistical relationship could be determined between

porosity and percent saturation in the 48-hour moisture profile.

5.2.2 Core B: Non-Point Source Application

The injection experiment for Core B consisted of ponding the

water in an irregular pattern on the core (Section 3.1.3). This induced
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asymmetrical flow patterns through the core, which are apparent in the

vertical percent saturation tomographs of Figure 5.7. During the

experiment, an unknown quantity of water spilled over the side of the

core, and quantitative measurement of water intake over time by the core

was not feasible. However, Core B was weighed after the experiment to

determine the net intake of water.

Percent saturation profiles were measured in Core B twice.

Gamma-ray attenuation measurements were collected after ponding the

water for approximately three hours on the core. Additional attenuation

measurements were collected four days later to determine how the water

had redistributed within the core under more equilibrium conditions.

Conditions were assumed to be near equilibrium at this time because no

water had been applied for three days.

Figure 5.7 presents the vertical percent saturation tomographs

for two perpendicular cross sections through Core B three hours after

water was ponded on the core. The asymmetry of flow through the core is

apparent in the percent saturation contours. Percent saturation levels

decrease with depth in both tomographs, but more water occurs in the

cross section through cells 4, 5, and 6 than in the cross section

through cells 2, 5, and 8.

Figure 5.8 presents the vertical percent saturation tomographs

four days after the experiment. Because the matric suction has

partially equilibrated, water within Core B has redistributed to more
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uniform concentrations. Figure 5.9 presents the porosity tomographs for

equivalent vertical cross sections through the core, and no clear

correlation between the percent saturation tomographs and the porosity

tomographs is observed. Unfortunately, the porosity tomographs are

significantly affected by the core alignment problem described in

Section 5.1.1. The trend of increasing porosity towards the right in

the upper tomograph is due to this alignment problem, and may mask

actual changes in porosity which could affect percent saturation.

5.3 Tomograph Validation

Tomographs are mathematical models of a physical system. Like

any model, they should be validated by comparing the model results with

physical measurements of the parameter modeled. In this study, the

percent saturation tomographs were evaluated by comparing the measured

water in Cores A and B with the amount predicted by tomography. The dry

bulk density tomographs were evaluated by comparing the laboratory-

measured dry bulk density distributions in Cores A and B with the

tomographically predicted dry bulk density distributions. The valida-

tion results are presented below.

5.3.1 Percent Saturation Tomographs

Core A: Measured versus Predicted Intake. During the injection experi-

ment on Core A, water intake by the core was measured with a volumetric
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buret (Section 3.1.3). Figure 5.10 compares the measured intake over

time by Core A with the tomographically predicted intake. The predicted

intake was calculated by multiplying the average mass of water in each

cell by the number of cells in the core. The predicted intake was

consistently greater than the measured intake for several reasons.

First, considerable time was required to collect the numerous attenua-

tion measurements necessary for reconstructing the tomographs (Table

5.3).

Table 5.3.	 Time required to obtain the gamma-ray attenuation measure-
ments for Core A during the injection experiment.

Percent	 Actual Time
Saturation	 Period of
Profile	 Measurements1

1-Hour Tomograph
	

1 hr to 3 hrs

6-Hour Tomograph
	

6 hrs to 10 hrs

24-Hour Tomograph
	

22 hrs to 28 hrs

48-Hour Tomograph
	

48 hrs to 57 hrs

1Hours after the start of the injection experiment.

Thus, the 6-hour percent saturation tomographs were recon-

structed from attenuation data collected 6 to 10 hours into the

experiment, while the 24-hour percent saturation tomographs were
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Figure 5.10 Measured versus tomographically-predicted water intake by
Core A.
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reconstructed from data collected 22 to 28 hours into the experiment.

Therefore, the moisture contents predicted in the 24-hour tomographs

cannot be directly compared to the net intake at exactly 24 hours, as

water was flowing into the core during the entire 6-hour period of

measurement.

In addition, the tomographically predicted intake was greater

than the actual intake because some water was "double counted" during

the period of measurement. The attenuation measurements for each 1-cm

horizontal layer required approximately one hour to obtain. At the same

time, water was continuously moving into the layer below. This water

was redetected the following hour when attenuation measurements were

collected on the layer below. Hence, the tomographically predicted

percent saturations were high because the advancing mass of water was

detected more than once.

The problem, then, lies in using gamma-ray attenuation measure-

ments requiring several hours to collect for observing highly transient

flow phenomena. Because the water moved so rapidly through the

slightly-welded tuff, it was impossible to accurately measure the

distribution of water at any given moment with the time-consuming data

collection methods of this study. Hence, the procedure used in this

study was not appropriate for quantitatively observing rapidly moving

water through a core.

Core B: Equilibrium Moisture Distribution. The percent saturation in

Core B was reevaluated 4 days after water had been ponded on the core.
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Because water had redistributed within the core and there were no

rapidly advancing moisture fronts, the percent saturation tomographs

were more accurate.

After the attenuation measurements were collected, Core B was

weighed to determine the total water in the core. The four-cell, nine-

cell and 16-cell percent saturation tomographs for Core B were genera-

ted, and the tomographically predicted water content was calculated by

multiplying the average mass of water in each cell by the number of

cells in the core. The measured and tomographically predicted results

are summarized in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4.	 Measured versus tomographically predicted water in Core B
four days after the injection experiment.

Measured Water	 Predicted Water in the Tomographs
in the Core
	

4-Cell	 9-Cell	 16-Cell

38.5 g	 38.57 g
	

38.23 g	 39.05 g

The predicted water in the core was within 1 percent of the

actual net intake for the four-cell and nine-cell tomographs, and within

1.5 percent for the 16-cell tomographs. This is excellent agreement,

considering the percent saturation tomographs were based on the dry bulk

density tomographs reconstructed earlier, and considering the resulting

potential for propagation of numerical errors.

Of course, this is not a definitive "validation" of the percent

saturation tomographs; it only indicates that the average moisture

content predicted in the tomographs is correct. Nevertheless, the
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percent saturation tomographs appear reasonable and numerically accurate

when moisture conditions are stable within the core.

5.3.2 Dry Bulk Density Tomographs

A validation of the nine-cell dry bulk density tomographs was

also done. After the injection experiments were completed, the cores

were sliced into 1-cm thick pieces corresponding to the cells of the

nine-cell tomograph.	 The pieces were oven-dried and their dry bulk

densities were measured in the laboratory (Section 3.2.2).	 The

laboratory values are compared with the tomographically predicted values

below.

Core A: Measured versus Predicted Dry Bulk Density. 

Figure 5.11 shows the relation between the laboratory-measured

dry bulk density values and the tomographically predicted values for

Core A.	 Although the curves do not coincide exactly, there is a

definite physical correlation between them. 	 However, the dry bulk

density values in the tomographs were consistently lower than the values

measured in the laboratory. The average laboratory-measured dry bulk

density of each rock piece was 2.02 g/cm3 , while the average predicted

dry bulk density was 1.94 g/cm3. The actual dry bulk density of the

entire core was 1.89 g/cm3 , based on the physical dimensions and weight

of the core. Thus, the tomography measurements were more accurate than

the laboratory measurements for Core A.
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Figure 5.11 Relation between the laboratory-measured dry bulk density
values and the tomographically predicted dry bulk density
values for Core A.
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Figure 5.12 is a plot of the predicted dry bulk density values

versus the laboratory-measured dry bulk density values for Core A. If

the two parameters were perfectly correlated, they would plot exactly on

a straight line with a correlation coefficient of one. The correlation

here is not very good, with an R2 value of 0.45. Various tests of

hypotheses for correlation were conducted, including a T-test for paired

observations, and several nonparametric ranking tests (Spearman ranking,

a rank sum test, and a Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test).

However, no significant correlation within a 5 percent level of

confidence was found. This may be due to noise in both the tomographs

and the laboratory measurements.

Core B: Measured versus Predicted Dry Bulk Density.

Figure 5.13 shows the relation between the laboratory-measured

dry bulk density values and the tomographically predicted values for

Core B. Again, the predicted values were usually lower than the labora-

tory values. The measured and the predicted curves parallel each other

closely for cells 1 through 6, but diverge considerably in cells 7, 8,

and 9. This suggests that the core was not perfectly aligned in the

plexiglass cylinder, causing the ray paths through one side of the core

to be longer than in the mathematical model, and the ray paths through

the other side to be shorter. Beer's Law (Equation 2.3) states that the

calculated dry bulk density for each cell is a function of the ray path

length in that cell. However, if the core is off-centered in the gamma-
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Figure 5.12 Plot of the predicted dry bulk density values versus the
laboratory-measured dry bulk density values for Core A.
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ray beam and the actual ray-paths through a given cell are significantly

shorter Or longer than the assumed ray paths in the model, then the

predicted dry bulk density values will vary accordingly.

The difference between the predicted and the measured dry bulk

density values is particularly great for corner cell 6 in Figure 5.13.

If the core was not aligned properly, the dry bulk density values in the

corner cells would be particularly susceptible to deviations in the ray

path length. Because the total ray path length is shorter in the corner

cells than in the other cells, the percentage of error between the

actual ray path length and the model ray path length could be con-

siderable, significantly affecting the calculated dry bulk density value

as it did for cell 6.

Figure 5.14 is a plot of the predicted dry bulk density values

versus the laboratory-measured dry bulk density values for Core B.

Again, the correlation coefficient is low, with an R2 value of -0.29.

Other tests of hypotheses for correlation were conducted, and no

significant correlation was found within a 5 percent level of con-

fidence. This lack of close correlation is believed to reflect noise

occurring in the tomographs and in the laboratory measurements.

Nevertheless, there is still a reasonable physical correlation

between the laboratory-measured dry bulk density values and the tomo-

graphically predicted values for Core B. The two curves in Figure 5.13

parallel each other quite well, in spite of the core-alignment problem.
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Figure 5.14 Plot of the predicted dry bulk density values versus the
laboratory-measured dry bulk density values for Core B.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study has shown that gamma-ray attenuation can be used with

geotomography to provide quantitative information on the spatial

variability of dry bulk density and porosity in a rock core. Further-

more, when moisture conditions within the core are relatively stable,

gamma-ray geotomography will yield quantitative information on the

moisture distribution within the core.

Three numerical reconstruction techniques, ART, modified ART,

and SVD, were evaluated for solving the tomographic matrix equations.

Although ART and modified ART are simple and require less computer

memory, SVD is more efficient and more accurate. For this reason, SVD

was chosen to reconstruct the simple tomographs of this study.

SVD has the additional advantage of generating the eigenvalues

of the A matrix in the tomographic matrix equation, which are an index

of how well-constrained the tomographie problem is. This information

can be used to maximize the accuracy of the tomograph by assuring that

the limits of resolution for the data are not exceeded.

The effects of increasing the number of rays on the accuracy of

the tomographs were evaluated in this study. In general, the greater

the number of rays, the more accurate the tomograph will be.

To determine how well the reconstructed tomographs satisfied the

tomographic matrix equations, an objective function was defined as the
77
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least-squared sum of the residuals in the matrix equations. This

function was found to be inversely proportional to the number of cells

in the tomograph, for a given set of attenuation data. Although this

indicates that the calculated solution better satisfies the tomographic

matrix equation when there are more cells in the tomograph, the

resulting tomograph may not physically make sense if the limits of

resolution of the attenuation data have been reached.

Gamma-ray geotomography has advantages and disadvantages. Like

all tomographic methods, it is noninvasive and nondestructive to the

sample, yielding undisturbed measurements of dry bulk density and

percent saturation. Gamma-ray geotomography is inexpensive, requiring

little additional equipment to that commonly found in university

laboratories. The mathematical techniques for reconstructing the

tomographs are relatively straightforward, and direct or iterative

solution methods may be used.

However, the manual data-collection procedures used in this

study were tedious and time-consuming. Because the numerous attenuation

readings required considerable time to collect, accurate quantitative

measurements of a rapidly-moving moisture front were impossible,

although qualitative information was obtained.

Recommendations for future research with gamma-ray geotomography

include use of an automated data-collection system. This might consist

of a fully automatic core-orienting device, and a system which collects

and stores the gamma-attenuation data electronically, perhaps on the
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computer used to reconstruct the tomographs. Of course, these enhance-

ments would significantly increase the cost of the system, but would

also improve the accuracy of the results.

Finally, although this study has proven that gamma-ray attenua-

tion may be used with tomography to measure the distribution of water in

rock cores, other excitation energies exist which are more sensitive to

water and which may yield better results. Recent laboratory work by

Crestana et al. (1988) using X-ray geotomography and medical CAT-SCAN

equipment to evaluate water movement in soils has yielded excellent

results. Because the X-ray scanning device is fully automated, the

movement of water may be evaluated more quantitatively and with greater

resolution than in this study. Nevertheless, gamma-ray geotomography is

an inexpensive alternative which can provide accurate information on the

spatial distribution of dry bulk density, porosity, and percent

saturation in laboratory core samples.
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